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GOC GAZETTE

Reframing Recovery
Sponsored by the
Gainesville Opportunity Center

Calling All Artists!
GOC is sponsoring an Art Show, for adults who are
living with mental illness.
We are looking for all kinds of art: poets, musicians,
sculptors, photographers, potters, etc.
You DO NOT have to be a GOC Member to participate, but you MUST have a diagnosed mental illness.
If you’re interested contact:
hannom@shands.ufl.edu
Or call GOC at (352) 224-5523
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The Gainesville Opportunity Center’s
Board of Directors
Bruce Stevens - President

Change in schedule
From July 28th to August 8th.
Open on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays from 9 to 3.
We return to our regular schedule (Monday, Wednesdays,
Thursdays, and Fridays from 9
to 5) on August 11th.

Andy Bernard - Vice President
Jennie Whitson –Treasurer
Trish Sokol –Secretary
Markus Dietrich
Jodi Irving
Ryan Jones
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IMPORTANT DATES
No Holidays This
Month!

10th Deborah B.
15th Esther-Marie D.
18th Chris F.
19th Robin B.
21st Gregg W.
28th Yessenia S.

August
3rd Brittany J.
3rd Marianne R.
5th Deborah S.
8th Shirley M.

Our Members at Work: Clubhouse Employment, Education, and Volunteer Work
Education
Member

Location

Degree

Jane B

At Home Professionals

Med. Transcription

Ryan J.

New Horizons

I.T. Administrator

Carlos C

Santa Fe College

GED

Alex S.

Argosy University

Psychology

Employment Quote of the Month

Choose a job you love, and you
will never have to work a day
in your life.
-Confucius

Volunteer Work
Member

Position/Work Site

Hours/Week

David S.

Dog Walker/Gainesville Pet Rescue

2

Greg W.

Horse Care/Mill Creek Horse Farm

8

Ryan J

Volunteer/Friends of the Library

10

CONGRATULATIONS TO:

Supported and Independent Employment
Member

Position/Employer

Hours/Week

Andy B.

Kitchen Asst./St. Francis H.S.

25

Sandy C

Peer Specialist/Meridian

9

Regis G.

Clinical Supervisor/Discount Counseling Group

3

Regis G.

Group Leader/Clinical Director

40

Frances S.

Peer Specialist/Meridian

16

Tommy A.

Stocker/Catholic Charities

4

David J

Groundskeeper/Meridian

4

Joel A.

Customer Service/Gainesville Flooring

40

Jade W.

Customer Service/Full Cup

20

Alexis H.

Peer Specialist/Shand’s Vista at UF

8

Ashley R.

Peer Specialist/FACT Team

40

Gregg W

Courtesy Clerk/Walmart

30

Sara O for finishing
up at Meridian after
almost 4 successful
years of work as a
Peer Specialist

Need a job?
Don’t know what you should do?
Submitted applications but haven’t gotten a job?
We can help!
Stop by Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday or Friday to see Pam or
call 224-5523
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August 2014 Calendar

Sun

3

Mon

4

Tue

Wed

5

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

6

7

8

9

13

14

15

16

20

21

22

23

27

28

29

30

Club Closed

10

11

12

Club Closed

17

18

19

Club Closed

24

25

26
Club Closed

31

Please Note:
There will be a Memorial GOC Gazette dedicated to Tontee Irvin,
who passed on June 7th unexpectedly, coming out soon that will
celebrate her life and her poetry. If you have any memories of
Tontee that you would like to share with other people that will be
in this special edition of the GOC Gazette, please email them to us
at gainesville.opportunity.ctr@gmail.com.
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My Experience Mentoring Peer to Peer
Last fall from September 5th through November 14th (with one week off because
the church we used space in needed our
room for something else) Alexis H. and I
co-mentored the NAMI Peer to Peer recovery education class. This time was my
third time co-mentoring the Peer to Peer
class. NAMI calls our roles “mentors”
because we read from a script and facilitate a class rather than “teaching” it, although even NAMI does call us “teachers”
sometimes. The class is called Peer to
Peer because basically the class is people
with mental illness “teaching” other people
with mental illness about mental illness;
everyone is a peer.

learned something about myself and about
life. For example one learning experience:
I thought that the people taking the class
didn’t like me and that I wasn’t
“connecting” with them but later realized
that it was only what I like to call “mental
fiction”. It wasn’t true at all.

that I was “paying attention to my feelings.” One of the sections of the class is
that we talk about Obsessive Compulsive
Disorder and we talked about suicide and
how if you think suicide is the only way
out, your brain is lying to you. I wasn’t
suicidal, but I realized that I was being
“spiritual” Obsessive Compulsively, and
Another reason that co-mentoring the Peer that my brain was lying to me in the way
to Peer class is so enjoyable to me is beof me thinking that I needed to “be stuck.”
cause I know that we are giving the people
taking the class useful information and
After this realization, my life transformed.
skills and tools related to mental health
Suddenly, it was just a joy to simply talk
that they can take with them and use in
to people! Before I got stuck (around the
their life.
end of 2007 and the beginning of 2008) I
was more shy and introverted. Now I am
And one of the reasons that I co-mentor
not as shy and more extroverted, although
Over the course of the 10 weeks I did have the class is because I got a lot out of it
I am probably more of an introvert then
a little more anxiety this time than my first when I took the class myself in spring of
extrovert—but I enjoy talking to people
two times. This could be because the
2012. During that part of my life I would way more now and enjoy just doing
room was smaller, or perhaps because the get “stuck”, where for example when
things!
class was at night from 6 to 8 pm instead
someone would ask me a question, and I
of 3 to 5 pm (I tend to have more anxiety
would wait for the “right” feeling to have So, I figure if just one person gets even
at night then during the day for some rea- in order to respond. Sometimes I wouldn’t just a fraction of the benefit of taking the
son).
get “that” feeling and I would just stand
class as I did then the class was a success!
there waiting, being “stuck.” I did this out
But despite all of the anxiety I had, I still
of the thinking that I was being “spiritual”
- By David S.
enjoyed co-mentoring the class—and this because I was “living intuitively” only
is in part because through co-mentoring, I acting when I had the “right” feeling and

Our Gig at North Florida State Hospital
Andrew B., Ryan J., Ashley R., and I
(David S.) were invited to play for a Holiday Party at North Florida State Hospital
on Saturday, December 21st in the gym at
1 O’clock. We performed in front of 4 bus
loads of residence from the “Cyprus”
ward. The people at the hospital are called
“Residents” rather then “Patients”.

we learned “Santa Baby” on the spot at the When we took a break in our set, dance
gig via smart phones, and performed a not- music was played over the PA, and some
so-bad rendition of it for the crowd.
of the residence danced along to the music.
I danced a little myself, too. Also, there
Before we began playing, we were introwere games for the residence to play, like
duced and I talked a little about how I used “ring toss”. After we performed, some of
to be where the residence were a few years the residence came up and told us how
ago as a resident myself, and that recovery they enjoyed our playing for them. That
is possible. Hopefully that gave hope to
made me feel good because at least a few
To prepare for the gig, we practiced play- and inspired some of the residence. I also people enjoyed our music. As we were
ing the Peanuts Christmas song,
talked about how all of the members of the “packing up”, dinner was served to the
“Christmas Time is Here”, as an instruband met at a clubhouse and how the resi- residence. We didn’t stay for dinner and
mental song, “Jingle Bell Rock”, “Jingle
dence might want to check to see, when
left after “packing up” around 3 o’clock.
Bells”, and few other cover songs (“I Must they get discharged, if a clubhouse was
Over all I would say it was a success.
Belong Somewhere” by Bright Eyes, and
available in their area.
“Random Rules” by Silver Jews). Also,
- By David S.

Welcome To All of Our New Members!

Troy F./Zennie B./Deborah B./Blake O./Reid S.
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Gaining Insight and Support
My experience with NAMI was second
hand until four months ago. I’d heard
about it through my mom as she’s been
working with the organization for some
time now. When I heard that David was
getting a Peer to Peer class going this fall,
I decided to see what it was all about.
Upon the first meeting, it was interesting
to see such a varied cross section of men
and women who all shared the common
problem of dealing with mental illness.
For me, I’ve been dealing with manic depression since my initial diagnosis at seventeen years of age. More recently, my
doctor re-evaluated my case and added
schizoaffective disorder to the pile. Over
the years, I’ve seen numerous psychiatrists
and therapists. I’ve been inpatient, outpatient, and through-patient. For a long time,
I disliked the labels and stigma associated
with having a mental illness, so I often
fought my treatment and was stubborn. All
of this led to a lot of unnecessary experiences and a great deal of hardships and
turmoil. Many of the participants in the
class were just learning about their disorders and had not received treatment until
later in their lives. They were taking the
class to get support and to gather some
insight into themselves.

quickly became close and, eventually,
people became comfortable sharing intimately with each other. The Peer to Peer
program was well planned out and the materials were quite informative. The activities kept participants involved and the
awareness exercises at the end of each
session were a nice way to close out. What
caught my attention the most was the scientific information presented. I believe that
NAMI does well in keeping up with the
latest research and, although I haven’t always done so, staying knowledgeable
about one’s disorder is a wise practice.
Plenty of strides are being made in neuroscience today. New techniques for treatment and alternatives, or companions, to
medication are being employed.

did a fine job in leading the course. They
were committed to getting the information
across in a timely and interesting way. I
connected more with a couple of the participants, but I would call all of those
whom I spent two hours a week with for 3
months my friends. It’s always good to
know that you are not the only one dealing
with problems that you didn’t ask for. I
often felt that I got a bum rap in life; however, I can say that it has been interesting.

Mainly, the Peer to Peer sessions gave me
an opportunity to be myself in a safe environment among people who did not judge
or scrutinize. No one likes to feel different,
but it’s good to know that there is an organization trying to spread the word about
mental illness in an effort to break down
barriers and dispel stereotypes. So many
people go through their lives almost on
autopilot. They never get to know who
they are. I know there are a lot of undiagnosed people out there. I notice them more
when I’m out driving the streets of Gainesville.

Humans are social creatures. Too many
times in the past I’ve isolated myself and
the outcome was never good. Sharing our
experiences is beneficial to us and others.
Today, I try to take advantage of all the
resources available to aid me in maintaining my sanity. With all the nut jobs running around out there, I need all the help I
can get.

So, if you’d like to learn more about your
diagnosed disorder and see how others
handle their daily trials, I’d recommend the
Peer to Peer course. Check out
www.namigainesville.org for information
and upcoming sessions.

- By Lloyd B.

After the first few sessions, the class
thinned a little, but the group that remained Alexis and David, our fearless facilitators,

New Member Interview: Alex S.
Alex found the clubhouse though the FACT
Team. Meeting people
and getting back into
the work environment
is what motivated him
to join. Alex wasn’t
doing anything before
coming to the clubhouse, and hasn’t been to any other clubhouses.

didn’t want to see him go through the same just some of what he can offer the clubpatterns again. Alex has lived in Gaines- house.
ville for 5 years
Alex’s goals are to feel like he is worth
Alex has struggled with depression and
something and to help other people feel
suicidal thoughts as well as finding a pur- that way too. “Just because you have a
pose. Whatever is interesting at the time is mental illness doesn’t mean that you can’t
what motivates Alex. Support has helped do anything.”
Alex recover and become more stable.
Alex doesn’t do much for fun, but listens
Alex thinks the clubhouse can help him by to relaxation tapes and meditates to relax.
learning new skills and meeting new peo- Alex’s favorite color is North Carolina
Alex is originally from Miami, but has
ple—finding at place where he can be ac- Blue.
lived in various places including Germany. cepted with out any pressure.
The FACT Team is what prompted him to
-by David S.
move to Gainesville, as well as the fact
Alex has clerical skills, filing skills, comthat people were willing to help him and
puter skills, and is a hard worker. This is
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Video Game Review: Prince of Persia
Prince of Persia, released in 2008, is available for the Playstation
3, Xbox 360, and PC,
but this review will be
for the Playstation 3
version. This Prince of
Persia game is not a
continuation of the Sands of Time Trilogy
on the Playstation 2, but rather a new story
line all in itself.

across a video review and the game looked
like something I would be interested in.
As soon as I began playing the game, I was
enchanted by the graphics, the way the
game is played and ease of play/control. I
will review each of these areas.

Collecting enough light seeds will enable
you to learn new “magical” moves, 4 in
all. These magical moves can only be done
at various certain points in the game. Battles aren’t the center of gameplay, but do
occur throughout the levels (while they are
corrupted). The battles use a modified
Graphics: The graphics are very well
version of the Assassins Creed engine and
done, and smooth, with almost no slowconsists of one on one fighting with comdown. You will enjoy making your way
bos, not un-similar to Street Fighter 2.
though the lands that are corrupted (and
Battles can last anywhere from a few mindark and dreary), and healing them making utes to close to 20 minutes.
The game is single player only (not multi- them bright with sunshine and green with
player): you play a young peasant man
bushes, grass, and flowers, with butterflies Control: The buttons on the Dual Shock 3
(who lives somewhere in a fictional Persia) flying around. The “healed” version of the controller soon become second nature.
who meets the princess Elika, who belevel is the same as the corrupted version, Controlling the (probably) soon to become
comes your ally, following and helping
expect for the corruption.
prince is fun and enjoyable with tight
you throughout the rest of the game.
movement, making acrobatic moves like
Elika’s father, who is the King of the land, Gameplay: There are 2 basic modes of
walking on walls and ceilings look harder
is a good person, but becomes corrupted,
gameplay: making your way though corthen it really is.
along with his land, by Ahriman, a dark
rupted lands and healing them, collecting
god. Your goal is to “heal” the corrupted light seeds, and battles. The battles occur P.S. Without spoiling anything, lets just
land, and to eventually defeat Ahriman.
scattered throughout the corrupted land
say that at the end of the game, it leaves
There is also a god of light named Ormazd. and once you defeat the “boss” enemy at
you wanting more—which can happen by
the end of the level, Elika heals the land.
purchasing an “Epilogue” for download,
I originally got this game as a gift. I had
Making your way through corrupted lands which in turn leaves you wanting even
asked for it because I was looking to play a means overcoming obstacles of corruption more!
game that wasn’t too violent, had a posiand other obstacles by using a variety of
-By David S.
tive message and seemed fun to play.
acrobatic moves. After you “heal” a land
While investigating this game I came
you can collect light seeds for that land.

Review of Assassin’s Creed 3
Assassin’s
Creed 3 is a
video game
that follows
historical
events in
America. I
have only been playing for a few
weeks...but I love it!
Connor, the main character, is a Native
American, who is trying to stop his father

from taking his people's land. His father
Along the way he interacts with many key
tries to take the land by forcing the Indians people in Americas history including Bento give their land up, much like early
jamin Franklin, Paul Revere and others.
American Settlers did.
You should play this game because it
At this point in the game (I’m only about
would teach you about Indians and their
25% of the way through it), it is set in Bos- ways. I really love this game and I hope
ton, around 1780. Connor is trying really you like it as much as I do.
hard to get to his father by killing his fa-By Ashton R.
thers men., his goal seems to be meeting
President Washington.

Please Note:
GOC will be going to a trip to Wild Adventures in Georgia (the time it takes to get there is
shorter then to Orlando) sometime in the fall. Please let us know if you plan to go on the trip
with us. (tickets will be free, so just let us know if you’d like to come). You can call us at 352224-5523 or email us at gainesville.opportunity.ctr@gmail.com. We hope to see you there!!!
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My Road To G.O.C.
When I was young,
around the age of nine, I
started to realize that
something was not quite
right with the world
around me. It was the
start of my depression.
At that young of an age
I was already miserable.
I had no hope and I did not like what was
going on around me. I had problems in
school which led to problems at home. No
one in my household knew what was
wrong. The assumption was that I was just
lazy and I did stupid things. It wasn’t until
I was fourteen when the school that I was
in had me tested for a learning disabilities
or mental illnesses. We found out that I
had A.D.D. (attention deficit disorder).
Not only did I have A.D.D.; I also suffered
for Major Depression.
My parents were not big on medications
(especially one you take for a long period
of time). So, I never received any real
treatment for it. I did manage to graduate
high school despite my illnesses. When I
was 18 I could make my own decisions. I
knew I was depressed and the road that I

was on would not lead to anything good. I
started treatment for it. The treatment
helped a lot, but I was having trouble
keeping my own place. It was more of the
influences that I had around me. I was always trying to help someone else out. That
led to me being in trouble.
My dad did not like bailing me out every
time when I lost my apartment. So he decided to put me in an assisted living facility. The facility I was put in was a horrible
experience. The residents there were not
the best influence to have. They did drugs,
kept to themselves, and would steal from
you. The staff was not any better. They
were not very supportive; they also stole
from you and would rather see you in jail
than for you to see you receive the help
that you need. It was much easier to send
someone to jail then to send them to hospital.

not fly very well at the A.L.F. I ended up
in jail numerous times. Every time they
would not charge me because I did not
know what I was doing nor had any idea
what I was doing was wrong. The last time
I was in jail, my mental illness was so bad
that they knew they could not keep me
there. The correctional officers decided to
get me the help I needed. They took me to
Shands Vista.

The Doctors at Vista were extremely helpful. They had diagnosed me with schizoeffective disorder. It explained why was
acting so bizarre. After being on the right
meds for a while I was acting normal
again. I found out that I could receive a lot
of help in Gainesville. I found about the
F.A.C.T. team and ask to become a client
with them. After joining them I received so
much help. I am glad they had been there
to help. The FACT team introduced me to
Around that time my illness decided that it GOC, a place where I could meet new peohad more surprises. It decided to morph
ple and learn to get back into a work enviinto its true form. I was hearing voices,
ronment. It sounds like a good idea so I
seeing these different visions, and even felt decided to give it a shot and I am glad I
things that seemed real. I had a grandiose
did.
attitude and thought I could do and had the
right to do whatever I wanted to. That did
-By Alex S.

Employment Interview with Ryan Jones
Ryan Jones just recently got a job
working for a cleaning company that
services Michael’s.
What he does there
is cleans the floors at Michael’s before the
store opens for 5 days a week. Ryan has
been coming to the clubhouse for a year
and a half. He found out about this job
through a friend, and has been working
there for less then a week.

clubhouse? Yes he has! He has done everything from forestry to stage lighting, and
everything in-between. What Ryan feared
when he thought about before going back
to work was failure, and self-sabotaging
the job. But, did his fears materialize...No!

Has Ryan worked before coming to the

What Ryan has learned about himself

The part of going back to work for Ryan
has been the most rewarding is the paycheck, and being able to support himself.
The part that he likes least is waking up in
the morning.

while working is that he has found that he
is determined to “make this work!” Ryan
works only with one other person—and
they get along well! He was minimal contact with anyone else I the company.
What Ryan does at the club is computer
help desk,...and everything under the sun.
Coming to the club has helped Ryan get
back to work. How? By building him confidence and recognition of his past difficulties, and his successes.
-by David S.
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Art Page
Blue Christmas Light

A Bear Who Gave Back

-David S.

-Mike L.
The Manic Experience
I wake from a mania that seems that I was asleep
Answers to my questions is one thing that I seek
I hear the things I said and done hoping it’s a dream
Because through my delusions nothing is ever as it seems
I shake my head and laugh, though shame is what I feel
Silly statements and belligerent acts that I wish were not real
Every time I go through this I seem to get better
But manic days experience I wish I could say, “I’ve never.”
-Jorge N.

“Energy.” -David S.

“I Can’t Think.” -Tudorel T.

“Respect.” -Andrew B.

“New Year.” -Rosa M.

“Yikes!” - Pam D.

“Start.” -Andy B.

“Start.” -Tonti I.

“ECT Sucks” - Alex S.

